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Summary. The field of our study takes place in the Swedish emergency service centre. The operators receive
emergency calls and are responsible for the coordination and dispatch of ambulances and rescue services.
Emergency literature has treated its materials in the mode of catastrophe. Operators’ mundane work and technological
environment for handling the unexpected changes have been often addressed in terms of error, mistakes, mishandling and
other misunderstandings. Our paper wants to show that operator’s work practice sustained a comprehensive approach of
technology use such as to keep full ability to handle unexpected change. This point is crucial to understand technology in action.
It is precisely the good handling of technology that allows taking into account the most unexpected change with great success.
Our paper shows how story eliciting is bounded to technological possibilities and as such is part of everyday professional
conduct of call taker and dispatchers. The challenge of this paper is to show that technology is a crucial part of their mode of
action. As such, it cannot be separated from the on-going course of case handling. Our particular case is a story where a caller
requests an ambulance on behalf of an unconscious friend. The operator decides to proceed to the dispatch of an ambulance.
In the sustained conversation with the caller, it turns out that the friend in question recovered her consciousness. We show in
this paper that the story elicitation, remote conversation and scenic background information, are working tools that keep access
with the reality of the caller. The main point is that emergency can turn out to be health care advice without any major problems.
We will show that all key access to the scenic feature of the caller are monitored through and through by technological artefacts
that will be examined.

Introduction
Emergency literature has treated its materials in the mode of catastrophe. Operators’ mundane work
and technological environment for handling the unexpected changes have been often addressed
through their errors, mistakes, mishandling and other misunderstandings (Garcia and Parmer,
1999) and unfortunate consequences (Whalen, et al, 1986). Our study is one out of two conducted
in four different Swedish SOS centres. The investigation concentrates on how emergency operators
handle cases. The challenge and motivation of this paper is to see, through one case study, what role
technology plays in operators’ work practices. Our paper deals with how the Computer Aided Dispatch
system (ComAiDi) supports flexibility linked with the nature of the caller information. In our case,
this emergency situation implies unforeseen change in caller’s action. We are specifically looking at
the way it affects emergency operators’ work. From our detailed analysed case, (called the castle ruin
case, from the place where the accident took place) we will see how technology works at the interplay
between witness story and evidence and the management of rescue resources. Contrary to traditional
managerial or commercial information technology where computer are used to store information
(Benson, 1992 p. 81), the ComAiDi system itself allows operators to perform actions having implication
for other co-worker. This case suggests that the system is part of a trade that demand from operators
more than operating a system of data gathering. Their work extends beyond information gathering and
distribution. It involves them to play a role in the chain of emergency. We concentrate on: (1) the extend
to which people’s stories informs what operators have to do (2) how emergency centres´ technology
supports qualitative information from the site of emergency. Our focus, work practices, suggests a
methodological recommendation. It is not to separate technological properties and functions from the
on-going course of case handling. By studying work practices, we will be able to provide preliminary
ideas for design issues. As a result of this study, we will be able to give a sense of an area of work
practices where specific design solution can be scrutinised.

Some Background Information on Emergency Handling Technology
The call-taker as well as dispatchers in Sweden use the same system and have access to the same kind
of data. As a result the call-taker can dispatch the emergency services to the field. It implies a more
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flexible division of labour in those centres compared to the UK (Bowers and Martin, 1999) or the USA
(Whalen and Whalen, 1986) emergency centres. In the British as well as in the American centres, they
have dedicated call-takers and dispatchers. Larger sites in Sweden have also a tighter division of
labour between call-takers and dispatchers (see Normark, 2002 and Pettersson, 2001). For example,
in larger centres, several operators have the responsibility for directing ambulances. The distribution
of responsibility is done in accordance to the location of the event. In smaller emergency centre, the
responsibility to dispatch is not allocated specifically to the dispatcher. Each operator can be both
call-taker and dispatcher. In this paper, we bring a specific attention to the ComAiDi. It is a piece of
technology of particular importance. It is designed to support operators’ work. It facilitates (1) the
work distribution within the control room, (2) the information gathering process, (3) the dispatching of
resources and (4) the control over the evolution of the situation. The system is described more closely
in the sections below.
The Computer Aided Dispatch System
The ComAiDi consists of a shared database combined with a radio and a telephone switchboard.
Operators answer call and create a case in the system. To deal with a specific case, they also use
databased information. The database allows operators to access the cases synchronously. They also
use common information about the severity of the case and the availability of resources. The ComAiDi
system allows the call-taker to update the form. The last update is automatically available for the
dispatcher too. All information change made in a case is available at a glance at any time. By contrast, the
North American computer aided dispatch system (in Whalen, 1985) requests that call-takers transmit
electronically to the dispatcher any new information. When new information is entered, the form has
to be re-submitted to the dispatcher.
The ComAiDi terminal is placed at a table in front of each operator. The terminal consists of one
monitor (21 inch) and a keyboard (see figure 1). Let us consider the monitor first. The layout of the screen
display is text-based. The screen is divided into different parts: (1) On top of the screen, we see functions
and information concerning telephone and radio parts of the system (e.g. incoming calls, lines in use
and who is listening-in on-going call). Those functions are identical to all terminals. (2) The middle
part of the screen displays forms documenting and prioritising calls. This part is updated with subforms and lists of information (address, phone number, car number etc.). The operator can call several
forms on screen which relevance is decided in according to the information received through the incoming call. (3) The bottom part of the screen is dedicated to showing status of resources (ambulance
availability, dispatch done or not, etc.). This part is also used to enter new statuses and look at a unit’s
current assignment. A prerequisite of operators’ work is to keep track of resources and ambulance
coverage (Martin and Bowers, 1999).
The keyboard is used to enter data into the system as well as accessing functions in the system. The
keyboard is of a special design. It is about 70 centimetres wide and 30 centimetres in depth. It consists
of 228 keys (compared to 102 on a personal computers standard keyboard). The keys at the keyboard
are grouped according to their function. It is possible to locate visually, on one hand, keys used to enter
text and navigate in the database and keys used for the telephone switch at the other (figure 3).
Some ComAiDi Functions: Event Codes, TAD & Plan of Action
Not all reported emergencies become cases for the centre. Operators’ work determines the degree of
emergency. Sometimes calls to the centre are not at all considered as emergency calls. For example,
centres receive calls made by mistake or lonely person wishing to speak to someone. There is also degree
in emergency, from cases of incident or accident. One way for operators to get access to the events’
circumstances is to interview the caller. From this preliminary questioning, the operator will be able to
characterize the event in the system. It is done with a pre-defined set of categories called ‘event codes’.
Event codes are used to categorize priority on a scale of emergency (1-4). Priority 1 is the highest one
resulting in team rescue responding as fast as possible. Priority 1 means that the dispatch units use
blue lights devices to signal and request free passage in public space. Priority 1 takes into account the
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type of incident. For example, operators are able to distinguish cases according to people-in-need of
an ambulance (M), traffic accident (T), buildings-in-danger (B), doctors and other services (S or Ö). In
the same way, the system takes into account the events’ location.
The operators can search information in the system that are relevant to the on-going caller case. They
have the option to query the system for address information. This information is fetched from a central
database (called TAD). It is accessible from telephone number. Due to privacy reasons, operators have
to ask callers their address in order to use TAD-database. Mobile phones numbers do not provide
addresses from the system database. However, ongoing projects work out possibilities of positioning
system for mobile phones to get mobile phone’s locations available via the system. Since an address
is entered, ComAiDi is able to suggest a zone of intervention called ‘rescue zone’. Based on the event
code and the zone, an action plan is brought forward. This action plan contains information about
resources available (telephone numbers of rescue service). It is also used as a checklist of things to do
with people to rescue. It contains advices to give to callers, first aid prescription, and support to ease the
pain or to avoid worsening the state of injury. Each action carried on according to the plan is marked
with an x. This set of actions is also recorded automatically in the system (case log) and identified by
the operator in charge (his signature).

Studies of emergency service operators’ work practice
The study of emergency service centres is carried out as a long-term research project. It started in
1999. The aim with the cooperation between Blekinge Institute of Technology and SOS Alarm is to be
a part of the development of new technology of case handling which should see daylight around 2003.
Currently we are interested to explore different ways for operators to handle their cases. A wise step
consists to know what they do, what actions the ComAiDi’s functions support, what artefacts (maps,
other screens, phone books, doctor listings, etc.) are used and how the traffic room configuration plays
a role in emergency handling. So far, we have proceeded to two field studies.
The first study focused on the keyboard. It was conducted at the end of 1999 over a period of one
month in an averaged sized emergency service centres. It is housing two to eight operators, depending
time of the day. The main aim for this focus on the keyboard was sustained by SOS Alarm’s idea that
using a standard PC-style keyboard could be a possibility to envisage. It will potentially replace the
one in use presently. Although the keyboard was the main focus, it was soon realized that gaining a
precise understanding of the full work process was in order if this kind of reconsideration had to take

Figure 1 The operators’ workplaces are distributed as shown above. In the Castle ruin case the
operator at terminal 2 is the call-taker. The dispatcher sits at terminal 11.
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place. It was suggested that in order to replace the current keyboard there was a need to think about
where and how to make the functionality accessible for the operators.
The second study was carried out during summer 2000. It consisted of field-studies carried out at
five different emergency service centres of different sizes. It included large city centres. SOS Alarm’s
background research interest was to find a basis to purchase a new technology for case handling. Field
studies explicit aim was to identify and document work practices that make some use of functions
unavoidable. One way to tackle this task was to study how operators currently handle different cases
in groups. A group in this case came to be two or more operators. From the study it became clear that
focus had to be made on how operators become involved in the handling of the cases.
On the investigative side, we have used a mix of video cameras, observation and notes. Systems
logs have also been made available to us. The case presented in this paper is recorded on video. Our
video recordings did not contain operators’ screen shot. Those data are under privacy legislation. Our
objective was to get an understanding close to what the operator entered on screen, what the caller said,
and which functions were activated. Our analysis of the case takes advantage of video recordings in
combination with calls recordings. That is possible because the SOS-centre record all calls for quality,
investigation and safety reasons. To recover the detail of work practices, we have drawn a particular
attention to keys used by operators and verified timing of their on-going action thanks to the ComAiDisystem data logs.

The ‘castle ruin’ Case
The case investigated in this paper reports an incident that took place in a summer afternoon. The
emergency call came from a friend of an old woman who became unconscious during a picnic in town.
The friend phoned the emergency line to get an ambulance. We will be study this event carefully. Our
aim will be to identify the way in which emergency operators use their technology. It will provide a clear
view of technology use. One of the features of this case is that it embodied generalized characteristics
of emergency handling. In other words, we can learn a lot about technological use and information
handling in emergency services by looking at a specific case. We must also indicate that a case starts
by an interactional exchange between people seeking help and the emergency operators. Let’s notice
that after the answering incorporating the institutional affiliation of the operators ‘SOS … may I help
you’ or, in our case ‘SOS 112. What can I do for you’, the interaction turns to be an investigation of
the factuality of events. The emergency operators are working normally with an investigative kind of
interview. It is clear that their work practices are achieved in great part through talk. Our approach
consists to investigate what this talking does in their work and how it incorporates itself with the use
of technological tools to handle cases. We found that identifying at which particular stage technology
is used within a given work practices could take much advantage from what Harvey Sacks called
‘the rules of conversational sequence’ (Sacks, 1992 p. 3-4). Accordingly, our methodological stance, in
this paper, has been to follow the rule of sequence of events as a natural guide for operator practices
as well as a guide for the recovery of the importance of technology in the whole working procedure.
The sequence of events, their interweaving with operator’s case handling and their tools to do so is
retraced into four sub-sections: a – Remote access to the problem, b- Language doing double work, cUnexpected change in the story course, and d- Remote health care.
a - Remote Access to the Problem
When the call-taker answers the call, a new empty form for incoming case shows up on her screen. This
form is called the basic form (figure 2).
The form is used to document information about the events. To enter information provided by the
caller as well as getting information from the system, the operator presses keys placed at the left-hand
side of the keyboard (figure 3). The information in the form is displayed in the same manner to all
workers in the centre – e.g. the code describing events, the location of event, and callers’ phone numbers.
For example, in the telephone number field (figure 2- field nr 8) appears a zero in red. It indicates that
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the operator may request address and name of the actual caller on line (the address database, TAD,
mentioned above). This information is then added to the case. Let us turn to the discussion taking place
between the caller and the emergency service:
1 Call-taker: SOS 112, what can I do for you?
2 Caller :
‘yes, it is a… here’] I am calling from Glass & co in Stockhult, wait ‘come
over here a little bit, you can’t run away now, you have to come here’
excuse me
3 Call-taker:
Yes
4 Caller: I am calling from Glass & co in Stockhult and that’s a woman here she is a little confused and
she looking for an ambulance, just a moment
5 Call-taker:
yes
6 Caller: come here and tell what’s happened

The caller is managing two things in the same time. (1) She is inviting a request and (2) she tries to bring
the witness of an accident to tell what has happened. The caller brings the witness to give details to the
emergency centre. What is important, from the emergency operator’s point of view is that people in
the field provides a work of veracity of events. The initial caller (Caller) did not only drag in the main
witness but provided the emergency operator with essential information about the location of the event.
It took place in “Stockhult” at the specific place near the shop “Glass & Co”. It is important to notice that
the operator is working immediately on information that may be complemented by her own system
– for example, the address database accessible from the system. Since the call-taker gets the city name,
she is able to press the key ‘kop tad’ - which gets her access to the address database (see figure 3, A and
figure 4). By looking at the address database with both those information (the city, the shop) she can
locate the street “Castle Road”. The address is then available and ready to be copied from the database
into the common form specific to this case. She complements information the address database can’t
provide. For example, she mentions the location of the event (castle ruin) and the company name (Glass
& co) from which people are calling. She is also working out code location offered by the system. From
the basic address list, the operator obtains from the system six different zones of operation. In our case,
two zones are relevant to locate the event:
Q40 – “Intramurals Stockhult”
Q4032 – ‘Suburb of Stockhult’
The operator selects the zones defined by the system (Q40 & Q4032). In the system, zones are provided
in parallel with event codes. The operator provides the system both with the zone of action and the kind
of event (event code). The system requires those information to provide an event-plan for dispatching.
The event plan describes literally (1) which ambulance will be dispatched, (2) who is the person to
contact and (3) which phone numbers to use. The operator creation of the case is done during the time
the conversation continues:
7 Witness: Yes, I don’t know … she seemed to stare at me
8 Caller: Yes, talk about it here, that’s SOS
9 Witness: (grabbing the handset)
Hello
10 Call-taker:
yes, hello. It’s SOS

The transfer from the initial caller of emergency service to the actual witness of the event is done (line
9). The call-taker is ready to fill in information relevant to the dispatch work in the form she just created.
At the time she took the witness of the event in line, she puts the cursor in top of the form, ready to
write down any relevant information for her work. The first information needed is identification of
the person in trouble (line 12):
11 Witness: yes, I don’t really know, it seems like she was about to falter away
12 Call-taker:
that is

Yes, who is it

In line 12, the call-taker requests identification of the person-in-need. The operator is doing the job
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of eliciting information. This works hand-in-hand with filling the form in the system. In line 11, the
eyewitness reports that the woman-in-trouble has been faltering away. The information provides
the call-taker with the sufficient information to request the sending of an ambulance. Operator’s
main concern is to get the proper identification of the person in trouble. And that is the kind of work
performed here:
13 Witness: I didn’t get any contact with her
14 Call-taker: No. Who’s the one you can’t get in contact with?
15 Witness: Her name is Elina Bengtsson
16 Call-taker:
Elina Bengtsson, yes

When the operator gets the identification of the person in trouble, she creates a link from the main form
to a sub-form. This sub-form contains a series of information relevant for the ambulance dispatchers
as well as for ambulance crews. By pressing the keys ‘KNYT IB’ and ‘A’ in the “RASTLY” section of the
keyboard (see figure 4), she obtains the following sub-form onscreen (figure 5):
In technical terms, this sub-form is called ‘IBA’. This form requests more detailed information
concerning the person in trouble for the ambulance. This sub-form contains the address of the event
(10), the code of the rescue zone (11 & 13), the place where the ambulance is going (12), name of the
person (14), date of birth (15), gender (17), fields for comments (18 & 19), number of the assigned car
(24). This sub-form shows up when the dispatcher has made the attribution of the form to one case
(one name). The address, event-code and zone of action are copied automatically from the main form.
Some other fields are not necessarily filled in. The sub-form is specific to one ambulance crew. It mirrors
information for care. This information turns out to be useful for the paramedics when they have to
report their own activities in the case. The age of people in trouble is important in order to give the right
and necessary care. Information concerning who may come to aid in site of the accident is also crucial.
In this case, the name of the friend of the person in trouble is a resource to write down in the system.
Those kinds of information are necessary for the rescue procedure. The ComAiDi system sustains the
collection of information necessary for the ambulance personnel to take action in the field. Relevant
clues for the identification and location of the person in trouble are on their way:
17 Call-taker: Have you been out walking, or?
18 Witness: Yes, we have. We have been out drinking coffee at the castle
19 Call-taker:
Yes
20 Witness: We sat at the ‘castle ruin’
21 Call-taker: So, Elina is still at the ‘castle ruin’?

The operator is eliciting information and confirmation of her own understanding of crucial information
– such as the address of the accident. In line 21, the friend in trouble is identified to be in the ‘castle ruin’.
From line 20 to 23, confirmation of the place is provided. It allows the call-taker to fill in the address
field in the sub-form. This information complements the address she already got at the beginning of
the case – via the address database. But this information is an important clue for the ambulance drivers.
Operators’ work practice is intimately linked to the development of the witness’ story. The call-taker
has to respect some of its idiosyncratic features but also direct the investigation toward what is needed
for rescue.

Figure 2 The Common form, also refferred to as the Basic form.
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22 Witness:
At the ‘castle ruin’, yes
23 Call-taker:
Yes
24 Witness: And precisely when we were drinking coffee I asked her ‘what’s wrong with you’ because
she became paler and paler
25 Call-taker:
Yes
26 Witness: Oh, ‘I have to call the ambulance’ I said maybe, but she didn’t answer
27 Call-taker:
no, no

In line 24, clues from the witness start to provide convincing signs of emergency (“she turned paler and
paler”). And in line 26, we have got (“oh I have to call the ambulance”). In line 26, the call-taker requests
the ‘listening-in’ function from the system (figure 6). The call-taker proceeds to three steps work on the
keyboard: 1. She presses the listening-in function. 2. The call-taker has the choice to direct the listeningin request to (a) specific people (terminals) in the room. They are potentially six people she can call in.
She can also decide to (b) direct the request to all operators (by pressing on the asterisk * key). 3. She
directs the ‘listening-in’ function to the ambulance role by pressing the key A (A is the ambulance; B is
the fire brigade, C police, D/U other). The ‘listening-in’ request is a distributive function. The ‘listeningin’ function allows another operator to listen to the on-going call. It distributes all information gathered
by one call-taker to other operators in the traffic room. Doing so, it gives relevant information to the
dispatcher. He will be able to use this information as an effective tool to launch the rescue process and,
thereby, responds to the situation. It becomes visible on all operators’ screens the call-taker has decided
to direct the request for assistance to. When other operators or dispatcher answer those requests, details
of the on-going case shows up automatically on their screen. The operators are connected to each other
in a closed circuit half-part voice-loop (see Pettersson et al. submitted). Listening-in means that the
call-taker and the assisting operator have a two-part intercom line. In other words, what the assisting
operator says is heard by the call-taker and vice versa. The assistant operator works in close circuit with
the operator. It also implies that the caller cannot hear what the assisting operator says to the operator.
The call-taker gets an on-screen receipt of the ongoing listening-in by other operators. The function
listening-in is a practice of work, and a feature of the system. It allows the second operator to listen to
the conversation, and talk with the call-taker to take coordinated decisions for rescue.
In the next section, we investigate how the operator is doing her distributive work in the same time as
keeping up with the last development of the accident in the field. Those procedures are mainly carried
through action taken in the system as well as other works done in language. To understand operators’
practice, a specific attention to language will be taken. We will see in which circumstances operator’s
language does a double work in case handling.
b – Language Doing Double Work
One of the technical features of operator’s work is the simultaneous handling of the witness story
telling and information work for labour division in the emergency centre. We have indicated earlier

A

B

Figure 3 The keyboard is used to control the switchboard as well as the database. It consists of
228 keys and are grouped as shown above. Keys in A controls the information support and B the
telephone / radio switchboard.
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how this work is made possible through the subtleties of dispatching system with its close hearing
circuit. In this section, we want to bring up specifically the fact that operator’s language is doing the
work of confirmation that action is on its way (for the caller) as well as a work of distribution in the
traffic room. Let us look at the following:
28 Witness: And now there is a guy looking after her to see how she was doing
29 Call-taker: yes, and during the same time you are calling the ambulance
30 Witness: if I can get in contact
31 Call-taker:
Yes, my colleague are dispatching here at the same time as we speak
32 Witness:
Oh alright
33 Call-taker: The ‘castle ruin’ in Stockhult

In line 29, the call-taker’s formulation seems ambiguous. By enunciating ”yes, and during the same time
you are calling the ambulance”, she exploits the potential of double functionality of language. On this
line 29, the call-taker is producing a specific work of formulation as well as confirmation of the action
taken. This use of double work done with language is made possible in reason of the simultaneous
connection of the operator to two different channels of communication. The operator is (a) keeping in
touch with the witness. She produces a formulation of what the witness was going to do (or should
be doing). Although it may seem odd to produce such formulation of witness’ activity, it fills the
simultaneous function of dispatching. To understand how the dispatching is possible that way, it is
necessary to appreciate the working of the ‘listening-in’ function. The call-taker initiates the ‘listeningin’ function in order to request assistance from the ambulance dispatcher. It appears that the call-taker
formulates within the conversation what the witness had done (calling the ambulance). It serves the
purpose of managing the conversation flow. The call-taker does not want to interrupt the witness. She
wants to stay in contact and do the work of accompanying the witness comments on what’s happened
to her friend. The operator uses these commentaries (that are no news in themselves) as a means to take
further useful action for handling the emergency. The witness’ formulation of his own acts is available
for listening by the dispatcher within the traffic room.
The call-taker respects the witness engagement in the conversation given the dramatic nature of
the event. In lines 30-31, the call-taker maintains its link with the witness and correct smoothly her
understanding of what is going to happened next. In line 33, the call-taker works specifically toward
the dispatcher with clear information about the place to dispatch: ‘the castle ruins in Stockhult’. The
operator’s expression is designed both for dispatcher works and good reception of witness’ comments.
Since instructions for the dispatcher are provided, the dispatcher does not need to stay in contact with
the call-taker. He can dispatch the ambulance in the place. For this, he proceeds to disconnect the
‘listening-in’ function, and starts to dispatch the ambulance (figure 7). The section of the conversation
thus below shows the selection work done by the dispatcher when the call-taker makes the story
available to him.
28 Witness: And now a guy should run down to see how she was doing
29 Call-taker: yes, and during the same time you are calling the ambulance
30 Witness: if he can get any contact
31 Call-taker: YES, My colleague are dispatching here at the same time as we speak
32 Witness: Oh alright
33 Call-taker: The castle ruin in Stockhult
34 Witness: Yes, in that case. Hmm. (Dispatcher: disconnects the listening-in)
(Dispatch)
1 Dispatcher: Is it hear able (noise over the voice)
2 Yodel (A set of tunes from the dispatch equipment. The operators has to listen to the tunes in order to
determine if the dispatch will work or whether dispatch has to be done another way).
3 Dispatcher: Quebec nine four one emergency transport the castle ruin. Quebec nine four one
emergency the castle ruin
4Ambulance: Quebec nine four one emergency transport the castle ruin. Quebec nine four one
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Figure 4 RASTLY refers to a set of keys used for access to the unit type specific information.
They are used for navigation through the incident forms, as well as to attach incident form in a
case (by using ‘Knyt IB’).

emergency castle ruins.
(Disconnect)
Figure 7 Log of dispatcher’s listening-in.

The important feature of showing how the story is available to the dispatcher is to indicate how the story
heard by the dispatcher is understood as an order to dispatch. The witness produces a story unknown
to the operator. Nevertheless, it will be used for dispatching. It indicates that the role of the operator is
crucial. When the call-taker is selecting a dispatcher through his system, it becomes an order to dispatch.
It is so in complement of the requesting of the listening-in function. Doing so, the call-taker is signifying
to the dispatcher an emergency. In other word, he formulates an order to act. This formulation is not a
verbal one. It is an inference from the story mediated by the technological possibility to listening-in an
on-going call. The operator’s possibility of technical distribution of call (via listening-in function) to
the dispatcher achieves a distribution of work as well as a correct inference to take further action.
The call-taker summarizes the information that is crucial for a dispatch, i.e. type of event and
the location (line 29, 31, 33). The dispatcher is selecting the talk relevant to his action (line 34) and
disconnects the listening-in when he got the information necessary in order to do the dispatch. From
there, he is performing the work of dispatching. It requires from him to get the city county code, city
code and ambulance call sign. The information entered in the case forms is available to the dispatcher on
his screen. When doing the dispatch the information in the incident form (IBA) is sent to the ambulance
via Mobitex. In this case he dispatches the ambulance Q941. It is the ambulance attributed to the
high priority kind of emergency. The case is categorised by the call-taker as a life-threatening event:
“M1.01.28, Prio 1, unconscious, see comment” (Case log). The Mobitex can be used anytime the centre
needs to send text messages to the ambulance. For example, when updates of cases are done during the
emergency rescue. The operators’ work on-line also shows that relevant information may be provided
through future story eliciting. In this case, updating of information does not transit anymore by the
dispatcher. In Figure 2, we have the operator working on the sub-form. The operator has to fill the
form completing the age field of the person to rescue. She also has to fill in the ‘other information’ box
concerning the general medical condition, relevant medication to provide emergency care. This is done
directly after the assisting operator has disconnected the listening-in. The dispatch and the continued
interview go on in parallel. This work is visible, in line 37, when the operator gets information about
the age and asks if the caller knows if the help seeker has any known diseases:
34 Witness:
35 Call-taker: How old is Elina?

Yes, in that case. Hmm.

Figure 5 The incident- form for ambulance cases
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36 Witness: She is 82 years old
37 Call-taker: 82 years. Do you know if she has any disease?
38 Witness: Yes she was at the primary care centre today
39 Call-taker:
ahh, okay, for what reason?
40 Witness: Yes, the heart was fine any way
41 Call-taker:
yes
42 Witness:
but so it, it was for high blood pressure or something like that
43 Call-taker: Yes
44 Witness: Yes, it was something like that, so she get some medicine and so .. and so she get down (to
the pharmacy) and bought it and took it, if it may be that she was reacting because I don’t know
45 Call-taker: okay, so she picked up the medicine just recently and just took them?
46 Witness: Yes, yes, she took some of that medication
47 Call-taker: She took some, yes. And you don’t think she took that medicine before, or?
48 Witness: No, it was new kinds she’s got
49 Call-taker: Okay, Eh. Then we will have a look. My colleague has dispatched the ambulance now.
50 Witness: Now there is a guy running now from the glassworks to see how she is doing
51 Call-taker: Yes, that sounds really great may the… Are you able to meet at the ambulance
somewhere?

The call-taker has the control of the conversation. And that is a crucial indication indicating that the
operator is doing an active work of eliciting information. We can see that:
1. The operator is asking information about the medical status of the person in trouble. In line,
42, the witness is telling the call-taker about high blood pressure and medication. Potentially
this first information may be relevantly transferred, via Mobitex, to the ambulance crew.
2. The operator informs the caller that the ambulance is on its way. She makes sure that the
calling witness will meet the ambulance. She also makes sure that the coordination between
the ambulance and the people in the ground is the most effective.
3. It may be noticed that the conversation allows, thanks to the on-line connection, a multi-task to
be performed. It does the work of monitoring action, giving advice and requesting confirmation
that rescue will be engaged. This remote work is possible thanks to the phone technology.
In our emergency case, we are dealing with a close intertwining of conversation and technology. In our
case, the reportable facts of life, available in stories, are available in conversation. This conversation will
be inspected at the light of the role it plays with the handling of unexpected changes and the support
offered by technology to perform the consequent action.
c – Unexpected Change in the Story
Operators have to deal with phenomena that are highly context-sensitive ones. In our case, the witness
of the event takes some step back from her involvement with the emergency operator. It appears that
new persons on the scene are interacting with the witness. This background interaction transpires
through the on-going phone call.
52 Witness: excuse me, one moment please
53 Man 1: (in the background) do you know the old lady that ran away just saying ’no’ I tell you that
because someone wanted us to call an ambulance and she just say ‘no I am fine’ and so on
54 Witness: Were you able to talk with her because I thought
55 Man 1:
she is 82 years old
56 Witness:
is she?
57 Man 1: v’ got down there (inaudible)
58 Witness:
Yes, yes, yes
59 Witness: Hello. It was a colleague… haha colleague, a good friend
Call-taker:
(smooth laughs)
60 Witness:
of mine that get there and talked to her
61 Call-taker:
Yes
62 Witness: So then maybe it is not necessary
63 Call-taker: no, but listen. She has been gone for a little while has she?
64 Witness: Yes she has
65 Call-taker: Eh.
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66 Witness: did you talk to her also?
67 Man 2: Yes, we were down there and looked after her
68 Witness: Yes, yes. Then we don’t need the ambulance then (Back to the operator).

From lines 52 – 58 and 66 – 67, we witness a surprising change in the situation. It becomes clear that
the other eyewitness (already mentioned in line 28) takes part in this case. This witness reports that the
lady in trouble has recovered consciousness. The witness transfers this news to the operator herself.
It appears that the emergency status of the person in trouble has changed. She is now awake and
contactable. That information is, literally, background information given during the on-going phone
call (from lines 53 to 58). The call-taker is able to overhear the background conversation, as the witness
did not make any attempt to cover what’s happen. In this case, let us notice that the operator is not only
in touch with an individual but also with the richness of field information.
Another feature provided by the richness of field information is the fact that witness and new witness
perform an active work of validation of their information. In other words, the operator does not have to
ask for the veracity of the information. That information is verified between the actors involved in the
situation. The operator is overhearing them. The witness on the phone proceeds (whilst on the phone)
to a succinct interrogation of the validity of the account provided by the man allegedly in contact with
the old lady in trouble (lines 56 and 58). The veracity of the new witness’ information is confirmed.
In fact, it appears that the new witness has witnessed the old woman recovering to consciousness.
The new witness knows that he has to provide the validation of his account. He does so by providing
information that has not been requested from him. For example, he provides the age of the woman in
trouble. He explains that he is able to furnish this indication by talking to her. The operator overhears
the account provided by this crucial witness. The call-taker asks a question to the witness “no, but listen.
She has been gone for a little while has she?” (line 63) and the witness answer “Yes she has” (line 64).
The witness turn to another man, the second witness and asks him “did you talk to her also?” (line 66).
Both persons witnessed the lady recovering.
Test of veracity proved to have an imminent practical implication for all actors implicated in this
emergency case. The caller comes to the conclusion that “Then we don’t need the ambulance” (line
68). This formulation of ‘what to do next’ is said to the operator. The operator is able to reach the same
conclusion. Nevertheless, she has the power to cancel the on-going action. We will see how technology
supports the remote access to the field details, the updating of information, the change of emergency
action. Some remarks are in order.
First, the phone remains a crucial device to get access to the field and the real time information that
make the emergency work possible. In the emergency centres, operators work with headset on. The
operators do not have to hang up the phone, while moving around etc. It also allows a continuous access
to the details of what is said as well as other, more ubiquitous, information such as noises, background
picture of place (streets, roads, etc.)
Concerning background information: for example, in line 52, details of the field setting are able to
justify the interruption of an ongoing conversation between a caller and an operator of an emergency
centre. This is possible given that the source of information come only from the field. The other crucial
point is that background noise and ecological audible details provides clues for the operator to listen
for further details from the field. The call-taker listens to the conversation between the witness and the
man who conversed with the friend recovering her consciousness. Operators never disconnect the field.
But also, it must be noticed that witness in the field keeps the access to those information transparent
for the operator to act. The co-conversant make sure to let their conversation be available and shared
for relevant actor through over-hearing. By contrast, devices such as automatic alarms, trigged by fire,
smoke, or by fault, are opaque from the operator’s point of view. In those emergency cases, operators
have to make an explicit work of investigation by calling the contact person in charge of the alarm. The
guarantee of access to the field of emergency isn’t secured.
Concerning conversational information, operators re-insure, give advice to people in life threatening
situations (concerning them or others). The phone provides not only what people say but also tone
of voice. It reveals people uneasiness, people hesitation, fear, stress, symptoms, breathing difficulties
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but also their age, social class etc. The on-line connection resituates what people say and how they say
it. To summarize, the operator can complement his inquiry on the basis of how the noise of the street
appears (busy or not), information about people movement, conversation, noticing but also fire noises,
weather condition, silences, etc. All those information are crucial to the operator to take active and
adequate decisions. The adequacy of the decision assumes, in many respects, the efficiency of the online relationship between operators and emergency case. It is clear that the phone is the unique source
(and therefore crucial) to provide operators with an access to the details of difficulties and contingencies
of emergencies. Our study has made clear how the practical nature of getting information is critical
to the good work done, the performance of the dispatching system. It also shows how the system in
the control room is dependent on the phone technology that transmits the quality of information from
which subsequent action depends.
Second, the headset phone, as a piece of equipment, allows operators (a) to have both hands free
to work on screen, take notes etc. and (b) to talk not necessarily to their interlocutor on the phone but
to anybody in the traffic room. This is crucial for the people’s work awareness and division of labour
efficiency. Calls can be distributed to several co-workers in the same time. The co-worker is located and
selected this way. It means that other co-workers are professionally aware of specific case. The headset
makes easier operators’ task of nodding, highlighting information from the call, repeating, checking
and asking for clarification, rising up, turning around, walking away. They are prepared to intervene
and to provide the extra work necessary to get things on their way. All co-workers assess the danger
of a case. If they do not answer themselves, they are quickly and immediately aware of who are the
relevant people to treat the case. It is way to distribute information in emergency and to assess who
is busy or available in the room. The phone, as a piece of technology, is an integrated part of the work
management.
Third, the phone provides the work that has to be done at the emergency centre. The ‘what to do
next’ is something the operator is looking for. He is answering a request from people in need. He is
also a service provider in emergency. It means that the phone is a mean to search, interrogate and
provide a solution that is not available to the caller. Emergency solutions have to be provided. Because
emergency calls are institutional in nature, people expect some kind of institutional answer such as
privilege access to rescue services.
Notably, the operator belongs to an institution of service distribution. But, as the study reminds,
the institution works best in seamless contact with the specific case. In our study, the operator has to
do two things: 1. Do the organizational work, registering the call, filling the remarks section in the incoming form; give counter order to ambulance. 2. The operator, herself, provides counselling work. In
this case, she gives advice for further contact with the health-care service. Doing this counselling work
has good organisational reason to be offered. This is what we will see next.
d – Remote Health Care
The operator is concerned for the patient in emergency situation (line 63) for the simple reason that their
situation will commands operator’s decision to act. The operator (lines 69, 71 & 73) regards her contact
with the emergency as a kind of professional duty to provide care. In the case of the unconscious old
lady, the operator has to make sure that this person does not turn out to be in crises again. The obvious
organizational constraint is economy as a rule of action. If the operator misjudges the state of emergency,
it will require from her, or any of her colleagues, to recreate a case and re-dispatch the ambulance. That
may even constitute a professional mistake. We need to keep in mind that the operator had some clue
about the state of the person. Those clues have partially been offered by overhearing the reports about
several witnesses who reported the woman recovering her consciousness (see previously, lines 60 and
66 and lines 80).
69 Call-taker: But you, listen, tell Elina to contact the primary care centre again
70 Witness: Okay
71 Call-taker: if it’s the case that she was gone for a little while
72: Witness:
yes
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Figure 6 In order to request listening-in the operator presses ‘Medl’, the key corresponding to the
role, and execute.

73: Call-taker: so she may have reacted to the medication
74: Witness:
yes
75: Call-taker:
that she got, it will be good if she tell that
76: Witness:
yes
77: Call-taker: to the primary care centre
78 Witness:
hmm, yes I will do that
79 Call-taker:
Yes, and then I will tell the ambulance they don’t need
to go there
80 Witness:
no, they have been in contact with her, some girls and boys came out and talked
with her now
81 Call-taker: Yes, that sounds good
82 Witness:
Yes
83 Call-taker:
but please contact the primary care centre
84 Witness: I’ll do that
85 Call-taker:
Really good thanks, bye
86 Witness:
thanks bye

The operator gives instructions to the caller. She tells the caller that the old lady recovering her
consciousness should contact a primary care centre. She makes also clear why this should be necessary.
The explanation consists of a diagnosis of the medical state of the recovering lady (line 73: “so she
may have reacted to the medication”). The operator carries on her instruction to make sure that the
woman’s health deficiency does not turn out to be an emergency case. The operator insures that the
person in the field, the actual caller, will proceed to preventive care. The operator requires from the
caller to make sure that the woman with health deficiencies is signalled to the primary care centre.
Details concerning her heart condition as well as possible reaction to medication should be reported.
Once again, the operator’s work practice extends to the health care. To provide such care, remotely, the
operator is totally relying on the performative character of instruction. They should be carried out on
the spot. The operator informs the caller of the implicativeness of achieving those instructions. It will
allow her to call the ambulance back. She provides a consistent work of ratified orders. The caller will
ratify her instruction (see line 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, and 84). In line 79, the operator tells the caller that she
will turn down the ambulance. The operator is closing the call when the conversation ends.
When prescriptive instructions have been delivered, the operator types some comments in the case
form: “Been at the primary care centre today, probably due to high blood pressure. Taken medication,
two new kinds.” (Quoted from the log IBA). Having done this, the operator rises up from her seat and
turns to the dispatcher to let him know that “It is counter order at Q941”. She sits down again and
proceeds to call the ambulance. Our study indicates that the call-taker is responsible for the handling
of his case. There is a sense of professional ownership of one case from beginning to end. The operator
has the responsibility and the authority to re-call the ambulance. The operator, thanks to her storytelling work, possesses first-hand information on the reason that justify to turn down the ambulance.
Once again operator’s first hand knowledge of the story will be a crucial advantage for providing valid
explanation and justification to the ambulance crew. Given her closing the case on the ComAiDi, the
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operator uses the phone to call the ambulance. She is not using the Mobitex (see Lundberg, forthcoming)
to send her comments to them. Phone conversation remains an important instrument for the operator.
She can provide the ambulance crew with details of the case and the reasoning line that lies behind the
decision to call the ambulance crew back. It may be the case that the ambulance crew needs to provide
the report to abort a mission. Good reason has to be given not to deal with an emergency classified
originally ‘priority one’. The details of the story have provided such reasons.
In order to close the case the operator need to make sure that all dispatched units are back and ready to
be dispatched again. She also has to make sure that any of the needed information is entered, correctly.
For operators, a closed case means that it isn’t visible in the list of ongoing events. It also means that it
isn’t possible to add more information. The case is consultable for operators on ComAiDi system after
closure for about a week.
Technology itself cannot be dissociated from the emergency activities in which it is embroiled. The
ComAiDi system is a perfect example of this. It is a recording device central to the management of
action in the emergency room. It is also a phone system making it possible for operators, located in the
centre, to deal with remote contingencies of field of action. The ‘castle ruin’ case, shows how a recording
& dispatching device provide quality emergency services by controlling and being in touch with the
details of the field of accident. The ‘castle ruin’ case shows the detail of handling unplanned, surprising
eventualities and the contradicting order that result as a seamless affair of their work practices. There
is a point to make specifically about the ComAiDi technology. The fact that it supports the unexpected
changes in the field of emergency action suggests that it relies heavily at its malleable sources of
information. It also suggests that those sources are integral part of the successful use of technology.

Conclusion
A single case is not the same as just one case
This paper has discussed several aspects of work practices at the Swedish emergency service centre. The
case is not chosen randomly. The Castle Ruin case is representative of what the operators’ work practices
are like. We recognise that every case is unique (as the Castle Ruin case reminds us). Nevertheless, our
interest focuses on aspects of operator’s case handling. Their work practices are very routinised making
the scrutiny of one specific case interesting. This study has provided specific information about how
operators deal routinely with the ComAiDi system. We have proceeded to a close examination of the
keyboard, the creation of a case and the distribution of information through listening-in function as
well as sharing of update on screen. This study reveals the condition in which the ComAiDi system is
reliable and flexible. Operator’s routine of work shows how she uses the forms and sub-forms to fill
in the incoming information. It can be done in any order. This leaves the operator the opportunity to
lead the interview. The operator invites the relevant information from the caller. In those routines, it
appears quickly that operators proceed to an active work of decision. The telephone turns out to be one
important component of the ComAiDi system. Access to the field is not only a matter of talking to the
witness and performing an interview, although that is an important part of the work practice. We have
provided information concerning the way in which operators revert a case. Operators do those changes
according to qualitative information they get through the phone line of the ComAiDi. For example, we
have shown how the operator searches to identify who is talking, how access to the witness is secured.
In the same way, we have seen how the intervention of new witnesses (and their confirmation of the
recovery of consciousness of the old woman) informs what the operator should be doing next. She
uses the overhearing capabilities of the phone to take the important decision of cancelling the case. We
suggest, from those ethnographic observations, to look more specifically in the enhancing operator’s
facilities to get access to the emergency as an area of design.
A Design Question: Improving ComAiDi Qualitative Support?
Part of our motivation for observing operator’s work practice at the emergency service centre is design
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of new technology. This study is included in a series of other studies with a design agenda. This case
focuses on the operator’s work practices in its details. There is a good design reason for that. Our design
perspective draws from Blomberg et al (forthcoming). Their design slogan at the Work Practice and
Technology group (Xerox PARC) was to approach innovation as following: “Innovation = Imagination
of what could be based in a knowledge of what is”. There is a sense in which our design ideas are
constrained by the field study. We suggest that it isn’t problematic for the sake of design. For example,
our attention to details has shown how the ComAiDi is a perfectly capable tool for dealing with all
sort (and even contradictory) of information. It has lead to put our attention toward other aspects of
the system. As a matter of fact, we have identified an area where design improvement could be done.
This crucial area is ‘enhancing the access to relevant information from the emergency site’. We can
notice how this design issue is related to understanding the operator’s point of view. Our study has
precisely provided a detail panorama of operator’s case handling. For example, further design thinking
can be done around the question of how operators take into consideration caller’s voices, background
noises as well as people’s work of investigation on site. It appears that the telephone line is the only
and constant real-time connection to the witness and the event. We have seen how change in the state
of person’s health is reported this way. It will be interesting, in the future, to consider the technological
enhancement of background information to help operators’ work practices. Our design aim will be to
address the remote context at the scene such as the geographical configuration of an emergency site
(in the case of a traffic accident) or features of the correspondent in trouble (physical condition, way
of talking, speech style, rhythm, stress, etc.) Our design concern will be to address those mentioned
features as integral part of the traffic room work setting. The design question searches to answer the
issue of managing the increase of information in the traffic room.
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